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Kodaikanal Solar Observatory (KoSO) possesses one of world’s longest and

homogeneous records of sunspot observations that span more than a

century (1904–2017). Interestingly, these observations (originally recorded in

photographic plates/films) were taken with the same setup over this entire

time period which makes this data unique and best suitable for long-term

solar variability studies. A large part of this data, between 1921–2011, were

digitized earlier and a catalog containing the detected sunspot parameters

(e.g., area and location) was published in Mandal et al. (2017). In this article, we

extend the earlier catalog by including new sets of data between 1904–1921

and 2011–2017. To this end, we digitize and calibrate these new datasets

which include resolving the issue of random image orientation. We fix

this by comparing the KoSO images with co-temporal data from Royal

Greenwich Observatory. Following that, a semi-automated sunspot detection

and automated umbra detection algorithm are implemented onto these

calibrated images to detect sunspots and umbra. Additionally, during this

catalog updation, we also filled data gaps in the existing KoSO sunspot catalog

(1921–2011) by virtue of re-calibrating the “rouge” plates. This updated sunspot

area series covering nearly 115 years (1904–2017) are being made available to

the community and will be a unique source to study the long term variability

of the Sun.
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1 Introduction

Sunspots have always been a central part of our understanding of the Sun and
its long-term variability (Solanki, 2003). The systematic and methodical observation of
these spots has revealed that their appearance is periodic, with a periodicity of around
11 years, known as the solar cycle or solar activity cycle (Schwabe, 1844; Hathaway, 2015).
Furthermore, the magnetic nature of these spots (Hale, 1908; Parker, 1955b) makes them
an ideal proxy for understanding solar magnetism and its complex variability (Tlatov
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and Pevtsov, 2014; Nagovitsyn et al., 2017). Today, it is well
established that the solar activity cycle is governed by the
solar dynamo process operating in the convection zone of the
Sun (Parker, 1955a; Parker, 1975; Charbonneau, 2010). In the
dynamo process, the solar activity cycle is the manifestation
of the periodic nature of the large-scale solar magnetic field
(poloidal⇌ toroidal). As a consequence, the number of sunspots
and the corresponding area covered by these spots on the solar
surface is dictated by the strength of the toroidal field generated
in the dynamo process. Hence, the historical observation of these
spots carries a vital information about the nature of toroidal
field in the past and it will be crucial for the reconstruction of
historical global solar magnetic field (Jiang et al., 2011, 2014).
Apart from that, sunspots and solar activity are also intrinsically
linked to solar transient events such as solar flares and coronal
mass ejections (CMEs) and their frequency of occurrence. Since
these transients are the primary drivers for the space weather
condition, the historical observation will have crucial role for the
understanding of space weather condition in past.

Over the last 150 years, many observatories around the
world have begun regular observations of the Sun. The Royal
Observatory of Greenwich (RGO; Willis et al., 2013) had been
the leader in such a campaign having the record of white-light
observations from 1874 to 1976, which was later continued
using the Solar Optical Observing Network (SOON) by the US
Air Force (USAF). After a few decades, in 1904, Kodaikanal
Solar Observatory (KoSO; Hasan et al., 2010) also joined this
campaign and started regular observation of the Sun on
photographic plates/films in multi-wavelengths (white-light
since 1904, Ca-K since 1904 and H-α since 1912), independently
in India. In particular, the white-light observation taken at
KoSO provides one of the most homogeneous data series
for over 100 years. Since these observations are taken from
the same location and using the same telescope (since 1918)
for such an extended period, KoSO provides a unique data
series ideal for the long-term study of the Sun. Although
the white-light data had been digitized (Ravindra et al., 2013)
since 1904; owing to calibration issues, it has not been
utilized for the period 1904–1920. Therefore, the area series
(Mandal et al., 2017), the study of penumbra to umbra area
ratio (1923–2011; Jha et al., 2018; Jha et al., 2019) and solar
differential rotation (1923–2011; Jha et al., 2021) were limited to
the period 1921–2011.

In-spite of the fact that RGO is the only observatory in
the world with white-light data for 1904–1920 (Cycle-14 and
Cycle-15), these images are available either in low resolution
or in the form of drawings1. In this regard, the high-resolution
white-light data available from KoSO serves as the only data
set for this time frame. It is almost impossible for the ground

1 http://fenyi.solarobs.csfk.mta.hu/GPR/index.html.

based observatories to have a uniform and homogeneous
data because of the varying atmospheric conditions and bad
weather. Hence, in the last 30 years, there has been considerable
effort to make the homogeneous sunspot area series by
cross-correlating the sunspot area from various observatories,
e.g., Fligge and Solanki (1997), Baranyi et al. (2001, 2013),
Balmaceda et al. (2009) and recently Mandal et al. (2020). In all
these studies, RGO data has been used primarily as a reference
to cross-correlate other data because of its outstanding data
coverage. Now, the availability of KoSO data will complement
the existing data series and will be helpful in cross-correlating
the RGO and KoSO data in these initial overlapping periods. In
this article, we present the extension of the KoSO sunspot area
series reported in Mandal et al. (2017) for 1904–2017 along with
the umbral area after resolving the calibration issues for the initial
17 years of data. We have also included data for the period of
2012–2017, which was previously not reported due to ongoing
digitization. In this article we present the updated data statistics,
the issues with the calibration and the resolution of these issues
in Section 2. In Section 3, we will discuss the updated area series
and its comparison with the earlier ones, and finally, in Section 4
we will summarize our findings.

2 Data

The white-light observation at Kodaikanal started in 1904
using a 10 cm objective lens telescope which was later replaced
in 1912 by a better quality lens while maintaining same size.
A few years later, a 15 cm achromatic lens was installed, and
the same setup has been used to take observations since 13
June 1918 (Sivaraman et al., 1993), and is still in use. Since
2017, the unavailability of photographic films has interrupted
regular observation, but it is still taken whenever the films are
available. These observations at KoSO, initially taken on the
photographic plates/films, have been digitized using 4 k×4 k
CCD at Kodaikanal and made available for the community
(Ravindra et al., 2013; Mandal et al., 2017). Here, we use the
white-light digitized data for the period of 1904–1920 and
2012–2018, and will extend the sunspot-area series reported
earlier (1921–2011; Mandal et al., 2017) for the period of
1904–2017 (114 years, covering ≈11 solar cycles). An example
of a digitized white-light image from the very initial period,
is shown in Figure 1A. Furthermore, we discovered that there
are a few observations during 1921–2011, that were missed in
earlier area series (Mandal et al., 2017), so we included them in
the updated and revised series.

2.1 Updated data statistics

In Figure 2A, we present the number of observations per
year from 1904 to 2017, with grey histograms representing
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FIGURE 1
A representative example of a very first observation at KoSO, dated 16 January 1904 (A) raw digitised negative image and (B) calibrated image
with the contour of sunspot regions detected using a semi-automated method. A zoomed-in view of the detected sunspot is shown in the inset.

the observations used in area-series as reported by
Mandal et al. (2017) and blue ones representing the additional
observations included in this new series. Since, Figure 2A
includes the multiple observation from the same day hence,
to get an idea about the data coverage, we counted the
number of observing days in each year and plotted it against
the years in Figure 2B. From Figure 2B, we infer that the
KoSO provides continuous white-light observations in the
last 114 years with coverage of ≈ 73%. However, Kodaikanal
experiences a rainy season each year during July to November
and this has an impact on the data coverage (see Bappu, 
1967).

2.1.1 Where does the Kodaikanal Solar
Observatory stand?

In Figure 2C, we compare the extent of data from the various
observatories, showing that the KoSO has one of the most
extended white-light data series (114 years) in the world. After
KoSO, RGO provides the longest white-light sunspot data series
(103 years). Although KoSO offers the most extended series, if
we look at the percentage data coverage, RGO stands far ahead
of the KoSO with data coverage of ≈98.7% compared to 73.5%
of KoSO. Despite the fact that RGO has better coverage of the
data but it has compiled the data from various observatories
around the globe including KoSO (Willis et al., 2013), whereas
KoSOprovides the white-light series for 114 years observed from
same location as well as same setup (since 1918). Hence, the
consistency and homogeneity in KoSO white-light sunspot data
make it a unique andwell-suited resource for the long-term study
of the Sun.

2.2 Data calibration

We follow the same calibration steps, which include flat
fielding, disk detection and disk centring–to bring the disk
centre to the image centre, as described in Ravindra et al. (2013).
Here we also like to point out that in the year 1920, we notice
something very peculiar, the size of the disk is larger by more
than 400 pixels compared to the rest of the images in the archive
(see Supplementary Figure S1A,B). This difference is because,
during digitization, the camera has beenmoved a bit closer to the
plate (see Ravindra et al., 2013, for the details of digitizer unit)
leading to the bigger size of the disk for this particular year.

Now, the next step is to correctly orient these images to
get the solar North at the top of the image. In the earlier
work by Ravindra et al. (2013) and Mandal et al. (2017), this
correction has been performed using the East-West line present
in the image as a reference line. The same technique is used
here to correctly rotate the digitized images from the period
of 2012–2017. However, this technique can not be used for
the data from 1904 to 1920 as they suffer from two different
inconsistencies. Firstly, during 1904–1908 (till 11 September
1908), images have two perpendicular straight lines, as seen in
Figure 1A, which represent the geographical East-West (EW)
and the North-South (NS) direction, but the problem is we do
not know which of them represents EW or NS; and secondly,
during digitization, corresponding to the period of 1904–1920
accidentally images were flipped and rotated randomly, which
makes the task of de-rotation even more challenging. Before we
discuss the details of the alternative method that we used to
get the proper orientation (discussed in Section 2.2.1) of these
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FIGURE 2
Data statistics showing (A) the number of observations per year for each year where two colours (grey) data used in Mandal et al. (2017) and
(blue) the additional observation that has been added to the series; (B) the number of observing days in a year after including all the data for
1904–2017. (C) Is showing the data coverage for different observatories, including KoSO and RGO.

TABLE 1 Number of observations for different flags representing the
orientation of the images during 1904–1920.

Orientation Number of observations Percentage

Total Number of Observations 3,565
Correct 1,576 44.2%
North-South Flip 1892 53.1%
East-West Flip 19 0.53%
90°(Clock-wise) 3 <0.1%
−90°(Anti-clockwise) 2 <0.1%
Others 73 2.0%

effected images we go for the sunspot detection first. For that,
we follow the same semi-automatic sunspot detection algorithm
described in Ravindra et al. (2013) and Mandal et al. (2017) and
stored the information of sunspot regions in the form of binary
masks. A representative example is shown in Figure 1B, where
detected sunspot regions are marked using red contours.

2.2.1 Orientation correction
So far, we have discussed the issue of image orientation, and

now we will look at how we can get the correct orientation of the
images for the aforementioned period. Here, we cannot use EW
orNS reference line for the first 5 years of data (1904–1908) since

we donot knowwhich of them represents EWorNS. In principle,
only the EW line in the rest of the data can be used as a reference
to get proper orientation. However, these images were flipped in
the EW or NS direction during the digitization process, so we
have to look for an alternatemethod. For this we used the already
available sunspot location information from the RGO digitized
full-disk images. In this method, firstly we chose the closest
observation from the RGO data series, noted the time difference
between observations is less than 12 h. Then using the available
sunspot heliographic location information, we create a dummy
mask with the same image size as the KoSO sunspot detected
binary mask. After that, the sunspot binary mask obtained from
the KoSO data is overlapped with the dummy mask created
from RGO data for five different possibilities 1) no change, i.e.,
correct orientation, 2) North-South flip, 3) East-West flip, 4)
90°clockwise and, 5) 90°anti-clockwise. We also looked for the
overlap and mark the observations with the appropriate flag.
There are few cases where no overlap is seen in any of the five
mentioned cases; hence we flag these observations as “others.” An
example of the steps mentioned above is represented in Figures
3A–H.

Now, following the aforementioned steps, we go through
3,565 observations during 1904–1920 and flag them accordingly,
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FIGURE 3
A representative example shows the steps we use to identify the correct orientation. (A) Shows the image we have taken from KoSO; here, red
contours denote the identified sunspot regions. (B) Shows the dummy mask we create from the near-simultaneous RGO sunspot data. Here,
small dark regions represent the location of sunspots as per RGO observation. (C–G) represents the binary mask of KoSO overlapped with RGO
(dummy) mask for all five possible orientations. (H) Shows the corrected digitized image; in this case, it is N-S flipped.

FIGURE 4
Two representative examples from 1904 to 1909 show the orientation correction (A) for East-West flip and (B) North-South flip images.

as represented in Table 1. We see in Table 1 that the majority
(≈53%, predominantly in 1904–1912) of the observation are
NS flipped (for yearly distribution of different orientations,
see Supplementary Figure S3). In Figures 4A,B, we show
two such cases where the images are EW and NS flipped,
respectively. Apart from that, we also notice that there are
73 (2%) observations for which we cannot get the correct
orientation. When we carefully looked at them, we found that
the most probable reason is the incorrect time of observation
of these images, which leads to fallacious overlapping pair. The
unavailability of the correct time of observation of these images
makes it difficult to get an accurate orientation, and therefore, we
do not include these observations in our analysis.

3 Results

To detect the sunspots, we use a modified version of
the sunspot Tracking And Recognition Algorithm (STARA,
Watson et al., 2011). Our algorithm is a semiautomated one
and has previously been used successfully on KoSO white-
light images by Ravindra et al. (2013) and Mandal et al. (2017).
It is important to note here that although the observing
setup at KoSO was modified several times between 1904–1918,
it has no effect on our sunspot detection algorithm (see
Supplementary Figure S3). Lastly, for each detected spot, we
calculate its area (corrected for projection) and heliographic
coordinates (latitude and longitude).
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FIGURE 5
The scatter plot showing the comparison of the daily sunspot area, panels (A–C); and monthly averaged sunspot area, panels (D–F) with M2020
for 1904–1920, 2012–2017 and for the extended period of 1904–2017. In each panel, the line with unit slop and the linear fit with zero
intercepts are represented by dashed red and solid blue lines, respectively.

First and foremost, we compare the sunspot area obtained
from KoSO digitized white-light data with the existing sunspot
area series. Then we discuss the sunspot umbra area extracted
from them.

3.1 Sunspot area series

3.1.1 Comparison with existing series
In Figures 5A,Bwe compare the daily sunspot area obtained

from KoSO with the recently cross calibrated composite sunspot
area series from Mandal et al. (2020) (M2020 hereafter) for
1904–1920 and 2012–2017, respectively. In M2020 the sunspot
area data series for 1904–1920 primarily contains data from the
RGO photographic results, whereas for 2012–2017 it is from
Debrecen Photographic Data (DPD). The daily sunspot data
show a good correlation with M2020 in both periods, with a
correlation coefficient (cc) of more than 0.9. When we use linear
fit (y =mx) for the daily sunspot data, the slope turns out to be
0.9 for both the periods 1904–1920 and 2012–2017. Slope less
than unity signifies that, in KoSO data, we overestimated the area
in these periods, whereas the earlier series (Mandal et al., 2017)
and recently M2020 reported underestimation for 1921–2011.
In Figure 5C, we compare the KoSO daily sunspot area data
for the whole period (1904–2017) with M2020, and we see the
underestimation of the sunspot area in KoSO as it is dominated

by 80% of data (1921–2011) where it is undervalued. In
Figures 5D–F), we see similar properties with monthly averaged
data but with slightly higher cc values, which is obvious because
averaging will reduce the scatter. The possible reasons for this
difference could be 1) the data quality, which is not uniform
through the whole data span, 2) degradation of plates/films with
time, and 3) presence of artefacts, e.g., scratch, dust etc. In
addition to the availability of data for Cycle 14 and Cycle 15, the
outstanding homogeneity of the KoSO white-light data makes
this data an excellent resource to cross-correlate RGO sunspot
data with KoSO sunspot area data in overlapping periods.

3.1.2 Extended sunspot area series
Now, in Figure 6A, we show the variation of yearly averaged

sunspot area from KoSO for the extended period of 1904–2017
(covering 11 solar cycles, Cycle 14 to Cycle 24) along with
M2020. It is evident from Figure 6A that the new addition in
the series shows a good match with M2020 during 1904–1920
and 2012–2017 whereas in 1921–2011, the yearly averaged
value is lower than M2020, and the possible reasons have been
already been reported and discussed in Mandal et al. (2017). In
Figure 6B, we also show the latitude-time plot, the so-called
butterfly diagram, for the extended period of 1904–2017. The
important point to notice here is the butterfly diagram for
1904–1920 giving us the correct representation of latitude-time
plot consistent with other sunspot data series, M2020. This
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FIGURE 6
In panel (A) yearly averaged sunspot area obtained from KoSO white-light digitized data (solid blue) is plotted as a function of time along with
the yearly averaged M2020 (dashed red). Panel (B) show the latitude time plot for the extended period obtained from KoSO sunspot data.

FIGURE 7
In panels (A) and (B), we compare the KoSO monthly averaged umbra area with RGO and DPD umbra, respectively, in their corresponding
periods. Panel (C) shows the solar cycle variation of yearly averaged umbra area compared to RGO and DPD umbra area. Panel (D) and (E) show
the variation of q for smaller and larger sunspots for an extended period, respectively. The shaded regions represent the data used in
Jha et al. (2019).

was the period in which images were corrected for random
flip and rotation; therefore, the consistency of the butterfly
diagram verifies orientation corrections applied. This extended
and updated area series, along with orientation information for
the initial 17 years, will be publicly available for community use.

3.2 Umbra area series

Following the automatic umbra detection method as
explained in Jha et al. (2019), we detected the umbra area from
the updated and extended white-light data series. In Figure 7A,
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we show the scatter plot between the monthly averaged umbra
area from KoSO and RGO for 1904–1976. After 1976 RGO does
not provide sunspot (and umbral) area data (as observation
program has been transferred to Debrecen Observatory), hence
we use the DPD umbral area in 1977–2017 to compare with
KoSO, as shown in Figure 7B. Both the data (RGO and DPD)
show a very good correlation (0.94 and 0.95) with the KoSO
umbra area in their corresponding periods. Despite the fact
that the correlation coefficient is quite good, we can infer from
the fitted line that there is a considerable underestimation
of the umbra area in KoSO compared to RGO, which is not
so severe in the case of DPD. When we compare the yearly
average by plotting all of them simultaneously in Figure 7C,
we notice that this underestimation is primarily coming from
three cycles (Cycle 16, Cycle 17, and Cycle 18). For the same
set of cycles, we also see a bit of undervalued sunspot area in
Figure 6A.

3.2.1 Penumbra to umbra area ratio
In this subsection, we extend the work presented in

Jha et al. (2019) by calculating the penumbra to umbra area
ratio (q) for the extended period. In Figures 7D,E, we show
the variation in q with time for smaller (Area <100 μHem) and
larger (Area >100 μhem) sunspots for the complete data span.
Furthermore, in Figures 7D,E, we do not find any abrupt change
in q between 1904 and 1918 (it was the period when the telescope
had been modified several times), which again demonstrate the
robustness of sunspot detection algorithm (and subsequently
umbra detection technique).

In Figure 7D, we do not notice any variation in q for
smaller spots even in the extended period, which is consistent
with the findings of Jha et al. (2019). Furthermore, the variation
of q for larger sunspots is also consistent with the earlier
findings of Jha et al. (2019) as well as Hathaway (2013). We
do note, however, that in KoSO, the spots are yet to be
classified into groups, unlike RGO. Hence, there may be a slight
variation in the absolute value of q if we consider individual
spots. To check this hypothesis, we over-plot the q values
calculated from DPD, which provides information of individual
spots. And indeed, we find that although the absolute value
of q is slightly less than that of KoSO, the trend remains
similar in both the data sets. Furthermore, Carrasco et al. (2018),
and recently Hou et al. (2022) (including all spots altogether)
did not find any such trend in q as was seen in RGO
data.

4 Summary and conclusion

In this article, we present the sunspot area series from
KoSO, for the period of 1904–1920, and 2012–2017, which
were not included due to calibration issues and incomplete

digitization in the earlier published series (Mandal et al., 2017).
The inclusion of these data has extended the sunspot area
series reported inMandal et al. (2017) for 1904–2017 (114 years,
covering ≈11 solar cycles). We first resolved the calibration
issues with the initial period (1904–1920) of data, primarily
the issue with orientation and ≈53% of images were NS
flipped. After orientation correction, we detected the sunspot
using a semi-automated method and identified the umbral
regions using a completely automatic algorithm. By using these
automatic or semi-automatic algorithms, we ensure minimal
or no human subjectivity in these detection processes. After
that, we compared the daily and monthly averaged sunspot
area with M2020 (Mandal et al., 2020), which show a good
correlation with cc > 0.9 in both these period (1904–1920
and 2012–2017). The solar cycle variation of yearly averaged
sunspot area shows excellent agreement over the extended period
of 1904–2017. Since RGO has collected data from different
observatories to fill the gaps, it provides significantly higher
data coverage than KoSO, which has acquired all the data
from the same location. It makes KoSO one of the most
homogeneous and unique data series for such an extended
period.

We have also compared the yearly averaged umbra area
series with RGO (1904–1976) and DPD (1977–2017) in their
corresponding periods, which show a good agreement between
the umbral areas (cc>0.9) except in three cycles (Cycle 15,
Cycle 16, and Cycle 17) where we notice KoSO umbral area
significantly lower than RGO umbral area. We also calculated
the penumbra to umbra area ratio (q) and compared it with
RGO data. We noted that KoSO data do not show any long-
term trend in the ratio for smaller (Area <100 μhem) as well
as for larger (Area >100 μhem), which further supports the
findings of Jha et al. (2019). In addition, we also note that
the change of observing setup during 1904–1918 has not
affected our ability to detect sunspots or umbra and hence our
results.

The availability of high-resolution white-light digitized data
for Cycle 14 and Cycle 15 is a key asset for the long-term studies
of the Sun, and it provides an excellent opportunity to cross-
correlate the sunspot area data for observatories. In addition,
the accessibility of a homogeneous and uniform white-light
digitized data for such a long period observed from the same
location and setup will benefit the community for the long-
term studies of the Sun and its global magnetic field variability.
Moreover, KoSO also provides Sun charts, which combine the
multi-wavelength observation in a single drawing. These Sun
charts are getting digitized and will help fill the gaps and
make the series even more homogeneous. In future, we will
be looking for machine learning (ML), artificial intelligence
(AI) and deep learning based methods to further improve the
sunspot detection method by making it completely automatic.
Furthermore, ML and AI based method can be expended to the
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study of historical global solar magnetic field and space weather
conditions.

The digitized white-light data and the area series for the
extended period will be available at https://kso.iiap.res.in/new/
data. The sunspot area series for the extended period presented
here is also available at https://github.com/bibhuraushan/
KoSoDigitalArchive.
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